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Abstract— This study evaluates the performance of the ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) filtering applied to the vertical movement motion artifact (MA). The evaluation of the filtering algorithm is investigated by the heart rate (HR) frequency assessment calculated by the fast Fourier transform (FFT), the intrinsic mode function (IMF) selection algorithm, and the periodogram. In this study, the results show that the raw photoplethysmograph (PPG) signal has some defects where the MA is applied, about 0.6 Hz of the vertical movement. Another result by utilizing the EEMD filter, it can be seen that, even though the period when the MA is activated, the HR frequency is relatively stable, about 1.3 Hz, by evaluating the time-frequency and maximum dominant frequency for a small period of the windowed signal.
I.	 Introduction
The human heart rate (HR) fluctuates by the time. The heart rate variability (HRV) has physiological information by its changes between the one beat to the next neighboring beat [1]. HRV is directly connected to the autonomic nervous system (ANS). The ANS itself contains information about the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system. There were studies recognized the ANS and the cardiac diseases [2,  3].
HRV is generally evaluated by the electrocardiograms (ECG) by detecting the R-wave peaks. However, recently the photoplethysmograph (PPG) has been applied for the HRV extraction [4]. PPG has been used widely as the non-invasive pulse oximeter (SpO2) [5] by evaluating the red and infrared (IR) wavelength connected to the part of the human body (i.e., finger, earlobe, and forehead) [6]. 
The noise is highly probably to interrupt the PPG signal. Several methods have been implemented to reduce this problem and improve the quality of the PPG signal. For the filtering algorithms, the adaptive filter method has been used in order to face the motion artifact (MA) cases [7]. Rusch et. al., have applied moving average method for the PPG filtering [8]. In order to improve the quality of the PPG signal, time-frequency method using wavelet transform and smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution has been applied in the previous studies [9, 10].
Huang et. al. developed empirical mode decomposition (EMD) to deal with non-linear and non-stationary problems in 1998 [11]. However, only after several years, EMD has been used broadly for biological signal processing. Flandrin et al. have stated that there is a relationship between EMD, filter bank and Hurst exponent [12]. EMD-based filter was utilized to purify the electrocardiography (ECG) from the baseline wander, high-frequency noise [13] and for the electromyograph (EMG) to the attenuation of the background activity [14].
Therefore, in this study, noise was introduced to PPG signal by performing vertical movement. The signal is filtered using Ensembeled EMD (EEMD) filter and evaluated using fast Fourier transform (FFT) in order to evaluate the HR frequency stability.
II.	MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY 
A.	Materials
The data collection was done in Intelligent System laboratory, Yuan Ze University, Taiwan. The IntelliVue MP60 (Philips Healthcare, USA) was utilized with the SPO2 module, with PPG sensor set up on the finger, shown in Fig. 1. The sampling rate of the sensor is 128 Hz. The experiment was set for approximately 3 minutes; resting condition, vertical movement as the motion artifact and resting again, respectively. 
B.	Methodology
Fast Fourier transform (FFT) calculation is utilized for the IMF selection. The periodogram and dominant peak evaluation of the sliding windows for 12 seconds of data is estimated. MATLAB R2015a (Natick, Massachusetts, U.S) was utilized for the calculation. 


Fig. 1.	The experimental setup by the MP60 and PPG sensor placed on a finger. 
III.	RESULTS
This study evaluates the filtering EEMD method applied to motion artifact due to vertical movement of the PPG sensor. The performance evaluation is based on the dominant peak calculated from the amplitude and power density spectrum evaluation. Initially the vertical movement motion artifact was embedded to the PPG signal. The raw signal is purified by EEMD algorithm. When applying EEMD, the signal is decomposed into several intrinsic mode function (IMF), as shown in Fig. 2. The IMFs containing MA signal notified by the period of the increasing amplitude, approximately from the second minute to another minute, marked by red-square rectangle. This situation can be seen in IMF 4 and IMF 5 which include the MA by the vertical movement. However, for more complicated cases of IMF selection, frequency domain evaluation should be applied.


Fig. 2.	The original signal and intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) of the PPG
In advanced, the frequency domain calculation is applied to each IMFs by utilizing FFT. This procedure evaluation is considerably useful for the IMF selection. When applying the FFT, each IMF frequency phenomena can be investigated. As shown in Fig. 3, for IMF 2 frequency domain evaluation, there are three dominant peaks, roughly around 1.4 Hz, 2.5 Hz and 3.6 Hz, respectively from higher to the lower one. For normal people in normal condition, the first dominant peak can be considered as the HR frequency which is highly likely to come from the first peak of the PPG waveform.
The evaluation of the forthcoming IMFs are still in the investigation. For IMF 3, there is a dominant peak, about 1.3 Hz, appears on IMF 3. This IMF definitely affects the reconstructing signal for the HR due to its dominant frequency. As shown in Fig. 2, IMF 4 and IMF 5, having the increment of the amplitude on the MA period set on the experiment, produce dominant frequency close to 0.6 Hz. Although this MA is not set as a perfect periodic signal, IMFs 4 and 5 evaluation shows that the MA frequency has a relatively consistent vertical movement by 0.6 Hz.

Fig. 3.	The Amplitude spectrum of the corresponding IMFs.
Another algorithm; still related to the FFT; is periodogram, which also has been applied to evaluate MA. This time-frequency evaluation utilizes short period of the signal. Fig. 4; the raw PPG signal; shows how the frequency of the HR and MA switching clearly by the time. Roughly around the first minute, the first peak of the PPG, classified as HR, is still markedly visible. However, when MA is assigned to the signal, the quality of the dominant HR frequency is diminished by the MA frequency for another minute. 
The utilization of the EEMD algorithm as the filter can be evaluated in the time-frequency domain as the following two figures. As the previous consideration of the IMF evaluation, based on the FFT assessment and also the periodogram, due to the recognized period of the MA, the analysis of either IMF 3 only or the combination of IMF 2 and IMF 3 is examined. 
For Fig. 5, with only IMF 3, the dominant frequency is about 1.26 Hz, taken as the consideration, shows that this IMF can purify the MA and consistently displays the dominant HR frequency. However, the amplitude of the PPG signal, in some parts after the MA, is relatively defective, marked by the red rectangle.

Fig. 4.	The periodogram of the raw PPG signal. [WSIP = window size initialization period; WSFP = window size finalization period].


Fig. 5.	The periodogram of the filtered PPG by EEMD by IMF 3. [WSIP = window size initialization period; WSFP = window size finalization period].

As shown in Fig. 6, the combination of IMFs 2 and 3 is evaluated. This combination provides relatively similar result to the previous IMF 3 evaluation. The consideration of involving the IMF 2 is based on the highest dominant frequency is approximately 1.37 Hz. There are other two dominant peaks, roughly around 2.48 and 3.66 Hz in the frequency domain that may influence the reconstructed signal. Beside the damaged amplitude in the MA period time, marked by red rectangle, this combination constructs more appropriate amplitude of the PPG waveform than the only IMF 3 evaluation.
Another performance evaluation is conducted for detecting maximum dominant frequency detection. This method works based on the maxima detection of the short-term of the signal evaluated based on the periodogram. Fig. 7; the untreated PPG signal; displays that when the MA is invested into the PPG signal. The maximum periodogram identifies about 0.6 Hz, which is the MA frequency. This phenomenon means at those periods the HR signal less controlling affect compared to the MA. Better results are delivered using the EEMD based algorithm. Figs. 8 and 9 show that these results have relatively more stable in detecting the HR frequency. The difference between Figs. 8 and 9 is fairly around the small parts of the MA period that Fig. 9 create non-HR frequency, about in period of 1.3 and 1.6 minute, respectively. This results might be caused by some frequency ranges happening in the IMF 2. 


Fig. 6.	The periodogram of the filtered PPG by EEMD by summing the IMF 2 and IMF 3. [WSIP = window size initialization period; WSFP = window size finalization period].


Fig. 7.	Dominant peak of the raw PPG signal. [WSIP = window size initialization period; WSFP = window size finalization period].
IV.	CONCLUSIONS
The evaluation of the vertical movement applied into PPG signal has been investigated. The results show that the EEMD algorithm can purify and improve the detection of the heart rate signal by combining the IMF 2 and IMF 3 from the decomposed signals by the frequency domain assessment. Although the signal achieved by IMF 2 can provide a slightly better HR in frequency domain, the combination of IMF 2 and IMF 3 produces a much better result of the signal quality for the time-domain analysis.
This study is an off-line evaluation. For the real-time investigation, the unknown MA and HR frequencies should be thoroughly classified and the HR as the reference signal should be well recognized.


Fig. 8.	Dominant peak of EEMD filter by IMF 3. [WSIP = window size initialization period; WSFP = window size finalization period].


Fig. 9.	Dominant peak of EEMD filter by IMFs 2 & 3. [WSIP = window size initialization period; WSFP = window size finalization period].
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